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Many of these stills feature simulated visual symptoms of auratic migraine - primarily negative scotoma and hemiplegic blindness. I‘ve rebuilt these from my own memory; 
there are many more different types. Hildegard von Bingen seems to have had positive scotoma, resulting in the appearance of fortification like structures.
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Fotos von Studio & Recherchereisen



Software & KI

Foto Desktop 
Trainingsprozess Runway ML

Screenshot
Topaz AI

Screenshot Runway ML
Dataset --> Trainingsfortschritt --> Videoergebnis



Research Images 

Stills from videos shot during 
research trip to Alsace region. 
Ergotism or St Anthony‘s fire, is 
also a class sickness associated 
with relative poverty, poor (wet) 
harvests and lack of resources. 
These are shots of the ruins of 
Chateau Girsberg (left) and Drei 
Egsen (right), whose owners were 
most probably less affected by 
the disease. Ergot usually grows 
more during wet harvests, when 
there is a food shortage among 
the poor.

Mirror Image
The gangraenous legs and convulsed hand of jesus on the cross, as featured on the Altar of Isenheim in Musée Unterlinden in Colmar, com-
missioned by Antonitan monastery which was especially founded to tend to the masses of sick people - both physically via drinks, potions 
and surgeries, and spiritually, by letting Mathias Grünewald paint this virtual empathy machine. The symptoms echo the ones afflicting the 
population at large at those times.

Machine Vision
Visualization of the finding process of ergot-damaged grains via infrared sensors and neural networks.
first image: Mean absorbance spectra of regions of interest: healthy (HLY), Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK), and ergot damaged (ERG) 
samples. Visible-near-infrared (VNIR) spectral range.
second & third image: A pseudo color image of 25 non-touching kernels, including healthy (HLY), Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK), and ergot 
damaged (ERG) kernels in a) visible-near-infrared (VNIR) range. Images of classification results based on the SAM method in the c) VNIR range. 
(Note: heathy (green), FDK (blue), and ERG (red)). The misclassified kernels are shown in the circles.

Seeing a broader Spectrum / Camera 
Mods
The sensors built into standard consumer 
cameras can pick up a broader spectrum 
of light than the human eye; the likeness 
of human visual perception to the came-
ra image in ensured by filters. Once you 
remove these filters, which is mostly done 
in astronomy long esxposure photography, 
also the filmed image could get closer to a 
more-than-human vision by incorporating a 
broader spectrum of light.

Rift in bedrock, Oracle of Delphi
Photo by École archéologique francaise, taken 
approx. 1892. Supposedly here, toxic gases 
emanate from the earth and form the material 
for the oracle‘s priestess, called Pythia, to reach 
a hallucinatory trance; her three- legged chair 
was placed right above the hole. The oracle 
develops its power all over Greece; emperors, 
rulers and private persons consult it in import-
ant political and strategic decisions. At the node 
of interpretive power between priestess and 
consulting persons sit the (male) priests, who 
hold classified information concerning the entire 
area of the Mediterranean. For a binary yes-no 
oracle, a lesser offering is charged than for a 
detailed, personalized content-based oracle. 
 The oracle is forbidden and dismantled 
as heretic under Theodosius I. when Christianity 
becomes state religion in the Roman Empire, 
approx. 392 AC. 

IMAGE APPENDIX / WORKING NOTES

Sample images generated by 
StyleGAN2, trained on dataset 
of the Cathedral in Strasbourg, 
Alsace region, where the Dan-
cing Plague of 1518 reached 
its height. It‘s interesting to see 
how the neural network seems 
incapable of generating straight 
lines and rigid geometry - even 
though it‘s been trained, in this 
case, on the medieval architec-
ture of Strasbourg‘s cathedral, 
which is construed of strictly 
geometrical shapes.

Visual representation of an aura, 
a symptom of the neurological 
disorder migraine, which in some 
european countries is still treated 
with Ergotamin, an ergot alkaloid. 
This image is pretty close to how 
I myself experience auras, having 
inherited the condition from my 
mother and grandmother. Ergot it 
was also known by medieval wise 
women as helpful in both childbirth 
and abortion before the church 
mostly erased those situated 
knowledges.

Detail of The Temptation 
of St Anthony by Jhero-
niemus Bosch, featuring 
heavily collaged and hybrid 
beings on the left, with a 
detail in the middle of a 
poor person‘s foot lost to 
St Anthony‘s Fire, caused 
by ingestion of ergot with 
contaminated milled flour 
and bread.

Ergot fungus
growing on an ear of of 
grain. In central Europe, 
rye seems to be the main 
vector for ergot to spread. 

Snapshot of Neural 
Network‘s output 
generated by StyleG-
AN2, trained on dataset 
the various castle ruins 
in the Alsace region. It‘s 
fascinating to me that this 
GAN (Generative Adver-
sarial Network), although I 
can download its utte-
rings, forms these images 
in real-time and has not 
stored anything but its 
memory of training. No 
image can ever be the 
same. 



Research Images 

Hildegard von Bingen‘s Visions, 
positive scotoma, in Scivias, 1165

Expanding Fortification pattern in a 
migraine with aura, Sir William Richard 
Gowers, 1904

Lost limbs as result of Ergotism / St 
Anthony‘s Fire (hier: Kriebelkrankheit)

The beggar that St Martin gives half his 
coat to, Musée Unterlinden, Colmar

Bewitched Groom, Hans Baldung 
Grien, 1544

The Dancing Plague of 1518, Hendrik 
Hongius nach Pieter Brueghel, 1564

Matthias Grünewald, Isenheimer 
Altar, 1512-1516

The Temptation of St Anthony (Detail), Hieronymus Bosch, ca. 1502. 
Notice the bodyless foot on the white fabric, which is placed in the 
middle of the painting on a stage-like terrace/bridge. 



Research Images 

The Trees Have Ears and the Field 
Has Eyes, Hieronymus Bosch, 1470

Monument to the Vanquished Pea-
sants, Albrecht Dürer, 1526

St Anthony Tormented by Demons, 
Martin Schongauer, 1470-1474

Machine vision-assisted separation of grain and ergot fungi, dia-
gram



Research Images 

The Wounds of Christ with the Symbols 
of the Passion, c. 1490. 

Psalter and Rosary of the Virgin, BL MS Egerton, c. 
1480-1490

The Prayer Book of Bonne of Luxembourg, 
Duchess of Normandy, Jean Le Noir and 
Workshop, date c. 13th century

Five Wounds of Christ, Masters 
of the Delft Grisailles, Leaf from 
Loftie Hours, mid 15th Century

Bird‘s Egg, Schleiden, from De-
leuze/Guattari, The Body Without 
Organs

Unknown photographer, unknown date, from 
The Kept and the Killed, Public Domain Review



Nebenprojekt

Video-Serie Encounters with Landscape (vorher „Islands“):
Figure, Ground

Video Stills / Work in Progress

keywords: climate class divide, climate change, tourism, travel, catastrophe, traffic, media, geology, time, urbanism, history

logline sketch:  Two tourist attractions form a geological pact that trancends time – 69 BC, 300 AC, and today. 
   Climate change will manifest as a series of disasters viewed through phones with footage that gets    
   closer and closer to where you live until you‘re the one filming it.


